1. INTRODUCTION

The hydration of cement is a highly exothermal reaction and as a result concrete elements are subjected to temperature variations. In structural elements with thin sections the generated heat dissipates quickly and causes no problem. In thicker sections the internal temperature can reach a significant level. Furthermore, the internal temperature drops slowly while the surfaces with direct contact with environment cool rapidly. As a result, thermal gradients occur across the section of concrete elements. There are also moisture gradients due to the differences in loss of moisture from the surfaces and from the core of the element.

The volume changes due to the temperature and moisture variation have consequences in arising stresses in a concrete element. These stresses can be defined as self-induced stresses – they are related to internal restraints of the structure, resulting from non-uniform volume changes in a cross section. In internally restraint elements during the phase of temperature increase tensile stresses originate in surface layers of the element and compressive stresses are observed inside the element. An inversion of the stress body occurs during the cooling phase: inside we observe tensile stresses, in the surface layers – compressive stresses. The self-induced stresses can be expected, for
example, within thick foundation slabs, thick walls, dams and each element with interior temperatures considerably greater than surface temperatures. In such elements, usually described as massive structures, random crack maps on surfaces can be usually observed.

The crucial question here is: what elements are sensitive to the early age thermal and shrinkage effects and when they can be classified as a massive structure. In ACI 116R massive concrete is defined as “any volume of concrete with dimensions large enough to require that measures to be taken to cope with the generation of heat and attendant volume change to minimize cracking” [1]. Because it is not the precise definition, some measures are proposed to estimate the early age thermal cracking tendency. One of them, proposed by Flaga [2, 3, 4], is related to the surface modulus defined as:

\[ m = \frac{S}{V} \]  

(1)

where \( S \) is the area of surfaces and \( V \) is the volume of element.

According to the above mentioned proposal given by Flaga, the concrete element is defined as mass or thick element that is sensitive to early age thermal effects when \( m < 2 \). In such elements the expected increase of temperature is greater than 20°C. When \( 2 \leq m \leq 15 \) the element is defined as medium-thick and the expected increase of temperature is lower than 20°C. It should be also mentioned that in medium-thick elements the shrinkage effects play more important role than in mass elements.

Coefficient \( m \) takes into account only the geometry of the structure. Therefore, in case when only a part of surfaces is cooled, more relevant measure of thermal cracking sensitivity is the apparent surface modulus [5] defined as:

\[ m_p = \frac{S_p}{V} \]  

(2)

where \( S_p \) is the area of surfaces which is cooled.

Another proposed measure for concrete elements is an equivalent thickness [5, 6] defined as:

\[ d_e = \frac{V}{S_p} \]  

(3)

Additionally, the concrete element can be externally restrained. For example, such a restraint exists along the contact surface of mature concrete against which the new concrete element has been cast. In such case the forced stresses related to limitation of structure deformations freedom are also induced. The forced stresses are often observed in medium-thick elements such as wall cast against an old set concrete. In this case a series of vertical cracks starting from the base are usually observed [7]. It should be also pointed out that the stresses resulting from external restrain of structure add to the effects of internal restraint. However, if high external restraint conditions exist, the effects of internal restraint are negligible.

The paper discusses the influence of the type and dimensions of a structure on the distribution of temperature, moisture and induced stresses. Two types of structures with different dimensions are analyzed for assumed material, environmental and technological conditions. One of them is the massive foundation slab as an example of internally restraint structure. The second one is a reinforced concrete wall as an example of externally restraint structure. Presented numerical results that illustrate the discussed problem were obtained with the programs TEMWIL, MAFEM_VEVP and MAFEM3D. The numerical model applied in the above mentioned programs can be classified as a phenomenological model. The influence of the mechanical fields on the temperature and moisture fields was neglected, but the thermal-moisture fields were modeled using the coupled equation of the thermodiffusion. Therefore, complex analysis of a structure consists of three steps. The first step is related to determination of temperature and moisture development, in the second one thermal-shrinkage strains are calculated and these results are used as an input for computation of stress in the last step. For the purpose of determination of the stress state in the early-age concrete structures the viscoelasto-viscoplastic model with a consistent conception was proposed. Full description of the model and computer programs: TEMWIL, MAFEM_VEVP and MAFEM3D, is contained in [8, 9].

2. MASSIVE FOUNDATION SLABS

The object of the conducted analyses was the massive foundation slab with different base dimensions: \( 5 \times 5 \text{ m} \), \( 10 \times 10 \text{ m} \), \( 20 \times 20 \text{ m} \) and different thicknesses: 1m, 2m, 3m. It was assumed that the analyzed slab was made of the following concrete mix: cement CEM II/BS 32.5R 350 kg/m$^3$, water 175 l/m$^3$, aggregate 1814 kg/m$^3$. The foundations were assumed to be reinforced with a 20 cm $\times$ 20 cm mesh at the top, bottom and side surfaces. Steel class RB400 and
φ12 bars were assumed for calculations. The finite element mesh of the analyzed slab has been shown in Figure 1. Because of the symmetry only the quarter of the slab is modeled. Essential elements of the slab that were used in presentation of calculation results have been marked with black color in Figure 1.

The development of mechanical properties in time was assumed according to CEB-FIP MC90 [7]. The final values for 28-day concrete were assumed as follows: the compressive strength $f_{cm} = 32.4$ MPa, the tensile strength $f_{ctm} = 3.0$ MPa and the modulus of elasticity $E_{cm} = 32$ GPa. Environmental and technological conditions were taken as: ambient temperature $20^\circ$C, initial temperature of fresh concrete mixture $20^\circ$C, wooden formwork of $1.8$ mm plywood on bottom and side surfaces; no insulation and no protection of top surface. It was also assumed that formwork is removed in $28$ days after concrete casting. Thermal and moisture coefficients necessary for calculations have been set in Table 1.

Firstly, the temperature and moisture development were analyzed in slabs with different dimensions. The results are shown in Figure 2a, Figure 2c, Figure 2e, Figure 3a and Figure 3b. It can be noticed that the character of temperature development and values of temperatures generated during the curing process does not depend on the base dimensions of the slab. It is also perfectly visible that the thickness of the slab has the main influence on the temperature development and values of generated temperatures. The greatest temperature, equal to $54.4^\circ$C, is reached in the center of the thickest slab ($d = 3m$) after $5.1$ days of concrete curing. In slabs with smaller thickness maximum temperatures occurred earlier: it was respectively $3.3$ day of concrete curing for slabs with thickness $2$ m and $1.7$ day for slabs with thickness $1$m. The maximum temperature differences between the center and top surface of the analyzed slabs are observed about $2$ days later than the maximum temperature in center has appeared. It is also worth to notice that the development and values of temperatures on the top surface of slabs with different thickness are similar. Additionally, the slabs with thickness $1$ m were cooled to the ambient temperature after $20$ days.

The results of moisture development are shown in Figure 2b, Figure 2d, Figure 2f, Figure 3c and Figure 3d. The moisture development in the center and on the side surface of the analyzed slabs has the same character and the same amount of moisture was lost during the curing. The differences are observed on the top surface of the slab, where the highest loss of moisture is noticed for the slab with thickness $d = 1$m.

Next step of analysis was connected with determination of stress state and cracking area in the analyzed
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Figure 4 presents development of stress in time for the massive foundation slab with different dimensions. Two points of the slabs are especially considered: the point in the center of the slab and the central point on the top surface (see Fig. 1). The considered slabs are the example of internally restrained elements where the self-induced stresses are of the great importance. These stresses are related to internal restraints of the structure, resulting from nonuniform volume change in a cross-section. In such elements, during the phase of temperature increase tensile stresses originate in surface layers of the element and compressive stresses are observed inside the element. An inversion of the stress body occurs during
EARLY AGE THERMAL AND SHRINKAGE CRACKS IN CONCRETE STRUCTURES – INFLUENCE OF GEOMETRY AND DIMENSIONS OF A STRUCTURE

In the cooling phase: inside we observe tensile stresses, in the surface layers – compressive stresses. In the analyzed slabs the described inversion of stresses is visible only for the slabs with thickness 1m. In case of greater thickness (2 m or 3 m) the inversion of stresses occurs later.

Figure 3.
Comparison of results of thermal and moisture analysis for slabs with different dimensions

Figure 4.
Development of stress in time for the massive foundation slab with different dimensions
Rapid decrease of stresses that is visible in Figure 4b for slabs with thickness 3m and base dimensions 10m and 20m is connected with cracking of the central part of top surface. It is interesting that the first cracks in these two slabs occurred after about 2 days of concrete curing while the maximum temperature in center was observed after 5 days. The time of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSIONS OF SLABS</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION OF CRACKING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CENTER AREA</td>
<td>SIDE SURFACE AREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d=1m_a=5m</td>
<td>NO CRACKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d=2m_a=5m</td>
<td>NO CRACKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d=3m_a=5m</td>
<td>NO CRACKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d=1m_a=10m</td>
<td>NO CRACKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d=2m_a=10m</td>
<td>NO CRACKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d=3m_a=10m</td>
<td>YES- first cracks in 52 hour after concreting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d=1m_a=20m</td>
<td>NO CRACKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d=2m_a=20m</td>
<td>NO CRACKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d=3m_a=20m</td>
<td>YES- first cracks in 44 hour after concreting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.
Cracking area (black color) on the top surface in analyzed slabs
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appearance of first cracks is related to the maximum temperature difference between center and top surface equal to 16°C. The detailed description of cracking areas for all slabs is presented in Table 2. Figure 5 presents typical cracking area in the analyzed slabs.

3. MEDIUM-THICK STRUCTURES – RC WALLS

The analysis was also performed for the wall cast against an old set foundation as an example of a medium-thick, externally restrained structure. Similarly, the influence of geometry on the thermal-moisture-mechanical properties was examined. The wall of the 4-m height was analyzed for the length of either 15 or 20 m and three thicknesses: 30, 50 and 70 cm. Six examples being the combinations of these cases were considered. The analyzed wall was supported on a 4-m wide and 70-cm deep strip foundation of the same length. The wall and the foundation were assumed to be reinforced with a near-surface reinforcing net of φ 16 bars. The wall was reinforced at both surfaces with horizontal spacing of 20 cm and vertical spacing of 15 cm. The foundation was reinforced with a 20 cm x 20 cm mesh at the top and bottom surface.

Thanks to a double symmetry of the wall, the model for finite element analysis was created for 1/4 of the wall. A uniform mesh was prepared, densified at free edges of the wall and within the contact surface between the wall and the foundation. Final geometry of the wall with a mesh of finite elements for one exemplary model is presented in Figure 6.

Concrete class C25/30 and steel class RB400 were assumed for both the wall and the foundation. The foundation was erected earlier and had hardened, so the material properties were assumed as for 28-day concrete, i.e. the compressive strength $f_{cm} = 33$ MPa, the tensile strength $f_{ctm} = 2.6$ MPa and the modulus of elasticity $E_{cm} = 31$ GPa. For the wall, the same final values of the material properties were taken and their development in time was assumed according to CEB-FIP MC90. Detailed material properties, environmental and technological conditions were taken as: cement type CEM I 32.5R, 450 kg/m³, ambient temperature 20°C, initial temperature of fresh concrete mixture 20°C, wooden formwork of 1.8 mm plywood; no insulation; no protection of top surface, formwork removed in 28 days after concrete casting. The foundation was assumed to have cooled down by the moment of the wall casting, thus the initial temperature of the foundation concrete was taken as equal to the ambient temperature. Thermal and moisture coefficients necessary for calculations were taken as for the massive foundation slabs (Table 1), except the heat of hydration, where $Q_{in} = 420$ kg/kJ and $a = 170$ because of a different type of cement assumed.

The thermal-moisture phenomena were analyzed for the first 20 days (480h) after casting of fresh concrete, in time steps. The results for four finite elements were analyzed and compared: in the middle of the wall and on its edge for both internal and surface parts. The chosen elements are presented in Figure 6. Firstly, the thermal effects were considered. The temperature development in time, connected with hydration heat development, was analyzed, and so was the maximum temperature reached in each area of the wall. Figure 7 presents juxtaposition of temperature development diagrams for four areas in the walls with
The character of temperature development does not depend on the dimensions of the wall, but the values of the temperatures do. It is visible that the thickness of the wall has the main influence on the temperature development. The greatest temperatures are reached in the thickest walls, which can be noticed especially in the internal part of the wall. The extreme values are reached later in thicker walls; these also cool down more slowly. These phenomena are connected with the ability of heat dissipation which is obviously greater in the thinner walls. There is hardly any influence of the length of the wall on the temperature distribution, at least considering the analyzed cases. No difference is observed in the central part of the wall. Closer to the free edge of the wall the influence becomes visible, but is of a very small value (less than 1°C).

Then, the moisture effects were considered. The moisture content distribution in time, connected with moisture migration from the wall, as well as the minimum moisture content observed in each area of the wall were analyzed. Figure 8 presents juxtaposition of moisture content development diagrams for four areas in the wall.

The character of the moisture content development is also independent of the geometry of the wall. The observation is very similar as in case of the thermal effects: moisture content distribution depends primarily on the thickness of the wall and not so much on its length. As it can be expected, water migration
from the wall is the fastest and the most intensive in the thinnest walls. The influence of the wall length is even smaller in case of the moisture effects than in case of the thermal effects. No difference is observed in the central part of the wall. Closer to the free edge of the wall the influence becomes visible, but vanishes as the wall gets thicker.

Figure 9a shows the comparison of maximum temperatures reached for different dimensions of the wall on the example of internal part in the midspan of the wall while Figure 9b presents the maximum temperature difference between the interior and the surface of the wall in its central part in all the analyzed cases.

Determination of the thermal-moisture fields allowed to indicate the stress state in the wall. Stress development in time was analyzed for one part of the wall, i.e. the interior of the wall in its central part, where the concentration of stresses is observed. The obtained results were collectively presented on a diagram in Figure 10. Rapid decrease of stresses that is visible in Figure 10 for walls with length 20m is connected with cracking of the point described as an interior center (see Fig. 6).
A typical two-phase (compressive-tensile) character of stress development in time is observed in each analyzed case. In the first phase concrete temperature increases (self-heating) and the wall extends being opposed by the weakly bonded foundation, which results in occurrence of compressive stresses (Fig. 11a). In the second phase the wall starts to cool down, restrained by a cooled foundation, which leads to development of tensile stresses in the wall (Fig. 11b).

As far as the stresses are concerned, both the thickness and the length of the wall have an influence on their distribution and values. Comparing stress distribution in the walls of the same length but various thicknesses it can be noted that lower values of compressive stresses are reached in thinner walls, and so the stress inversion is faster and tensile stresses occur earlier. These stresses can reach significant values which may lead to cracking. It also has to be emphasized that tensile strength of concrete at such an early age (about 2 days) is very low, which additionally contributes to undesired cracking. In thicker walls (50 cm, 70 cm) the inversion occurs later, so tensile stresses can reach greater values without posing a risk of cracking. If cracking is caused, it occurs later: for the analyzed walls it is 6 and 12 days for 50 cm and 70 cm thick wall, respectively.

Analyzing the walls of the same thickness but various
It can be observed that greater values of stresses – both compressive and tensile – are reached and cracking risk is greater in the longer walls despite very similar values of thermal and moisture effects. It is connected with greater linear resistance caused by foundation restraint. In the cases considered no cracking was observed in 15-m long wall. Table 3 presents a detailed description and comparison of cracking areas and cracking development in time for all analyzed cases. Figures 12-13 show final cracking area (filled with black colour) in the interior and on the surface of the walls.

It can be summarized that the character of cracking pattern does not depend on the dimensions of the wall, while cracking intensity and development rate complies with the observed stress development and depends primarily on the length of the wall. In all cases cracking was initiated at the wall-foundation interface in the vicinity of the free edge and proceeded towards the central part of the wall, where concentration of cracking was observed in the end of the hardening process. As the wall was assumed to be kept in formwork for the

Table 3. Description of cracking pattern in the walls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSIONS OF WALLS</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION OF CRACKING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d_70cm, a_20m</td>
<td>First cracks occur after ~3.5 days at the connection between the wall and the foundation, near the free edge of the wall and – in time – advance towards the central part of the wall. Severe cracking observed in the central part of the wall; cracking intensity diminishes towards the free edge. Cracks develop towards the interior of the wall – little cracking observed on the surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_50cm, a_20m</td>
<td>First cracks occur after ~3 days at the connection between the wall and the foundation, near the free edge of the wall and – in time – advance towards the central part of the wall. Intensive cracking observed in the central part of the wall; cracking intensity diminishes towards the free edge. Cracks develop towards the interior of the wall, nevertheless, significant cracking is observed on the surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_30cm, a_20m</td>
<td>First cracks occur after ~1.5 days at the connection between the wall and the foundation, near the free edge of the wall and – in time – advance towards the central part of the wall. Cracks of considerable intensity concentrate in the central part of the wall. Cracks develop towards the interior of the wall. Comparable intensity of cracking is observed in the internal and surface part of the wall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_70cm, a_15m</td>
<td>First cracks occur after ~3 days at the connection between the wall and the foundation, near the free edge of the wall and – in time – advance towards the central part of the wall. Higher cracking is observed in the central part of the wall; cracking intensity diminishes towards the free edge. Cracks develop towards the interior of the wall – little cracking observed on the surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_50cm, a_15m</td>
<td>Small cracks occur after ~2.5 days at the connection between the wall and the foundation, near the free edge of the wall. Cracks develop towards the interior of the wall – hardly any cracking observed on the surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_30cm, a_15m</td>
<td>Small cracks occur after ~1.5 days at the connection between the wall and the foundation, near the free edge of the wall. Cracks develop towards the interior of the wall - hardly any cracking observed on the surface.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
whole cooling process, cracking development towards the interior of the wall was observed, too.

Cracking of significantly greater intensity was observed in longer walls: severe cracking occurred in 20-m long walls, especially the thick ones, while almost no cracking occurred in the 15-m long walls. The thickness of the wall had minor influence on the cracking intensity, but it influenced the cracking rate (thicker walls cracked later) and cracking distribution within the cross section (smaller differences in cracking pattern between the interior and the surface were observed in thinner walls).
Figure 13.
Final cracking pattern (cracked areas in black), surface of the walls
4. TESTS RESULTS RELATED TO MEASURES OF THERMAL-SHRINKAGE SENSITIVITY

As it was mentioned in the Introduction, to assess the sensitivity of structures to early age thermal and shrinkage effects as well as the cracking risk some measures are proposed. These measures are the surface modulus, the apparent surface modulus as well as the equivalent thickness. Figures 14 presents the considered dimensions of slabs and walls related to the values of the surface modulus and to the apparent modulus. The apparent modulus for slabs was calculated by taking the area $S_P$ as the area of top surface which is cooled more intensively than others. For walls the area $S_P$ was taken as the area of longitudinal vertical surfaces, which are the mainly cooled surfaces. Because the equivalent thickness is the inverse of the apparent surface modulus ($d_e = 1/m_P$) the relation between the dimensions and the equivalent thickness is similar to the relation obtained for the apparent surface modulus. Taking into account the classification of structures related to the surface modulus slabs with thickness $d=2m$ and $d=3m$ should be considered as massive elements. The slabs with thickness $d=1m$ can be treated as medium-thick structures. The surface modulus for walls is greater than the limit value $m=2$, therefore the analyzed walls can be classified as the medium-thick elements. It can also be noticed from Figure 14 that the value of the apparent modulus for slabs does not depend on the base dimensions of the slabs and it is only the function of thickness. In case of walls both the surface and apparent modulus depend only on the thickness of the wall (for the same height of the wall).

Next, the thermal analysis results were compared in relation to the values of surface modulus and the values of equivalent thickness. Figure 15 presents the maximum temperatures generated during the hydration process related to the above measures. It can be seen from Figure 15a that some slabs have similar value of surface modulus but the maximum tempera-
tures are different. It is visible, for example, when the slab $d_{2\, a\, 10}$ (with thickness 2m and dimensions of base $20\times20$m – the surface modulus is equal to 1.4) where the maximum temperature is equal to 51.9°C is compared to the slab $d_{3\, a\, 5}$ (the surface modulus is equal to 1.47) where the maximum temperature is equal to 54.3°C. The same applies to the maximum temperature differences between the center and top surface of the slabs. For slab $d_{2\, a\, 10}$ value 18.9°C is obtained while for slab $d_{3\, a\, 5}$ it is 23.2°C, but it should be emphasized that these values are close to the suggested value of 20°C for elements with surface modulus lower than 2.

There are not such disagreements when the results are related to the equivalent thickness, which is perfectly visible in Figure 15b. What is interesting in case of walls there are no discussed differences in comparison of tests results to the surface modulus and equivalent thickness (see Fig. 15c and Fig. 15d).

The cracking sensitivity can be also related to the discussed measures and some proposals from literature suggest that elements are sensitive to early age thermal effects when $m<2$. For the slabs with the surface modulus greater than 2 (slabs with thickness 1m) no cracks are observed – it is in agreement with above suggestions. The cracks were observed in slabs with the largest cracking area is visible for slabs with the surface modulus equal to 1.1 ($d_{3\, a\, 10}$) and 0.8 ($d_{3\, a\, 20}$) – see Table 2 and Figure 5.

It should be also added that for the externally restrained elements such as RC walls the above mentioned measure of cracking sensitivity is not suitable. All analyzed walls are classified as medium-thick structures with $m \geq 2$ while large cracking areas were noted (see Fig. 12 and Fig. 13).
5. CONCLUSIONS

Control of thermal and shrinkage cracking in early age concrete is of great importance to ensure a desired service life and function of structures. It is a complicated problem due to complex nature of interacting phenomena and large number of contributing factors [7, 8, 9, 10]. One of the important factors is the geometry and the dimensions of structural elements as well as kind of restraint. This paper discusses the influence of the type and dimensions of a structure on the distribution of temperature, moisture and induced stresses. Two kinds of restraint – external and internal – are also investigated here. Two types of structures were selected for the analysis: the massive foundation slab as the example of internally restraint structure and the reinforced concrete wall as the example of externally restraint structure. It should be pointed that presented results are related to the assumed, simplified curing conditions as constant ambient temperature and constant air humidity. In practical prediction of the cracking risk in concrete structures the assumed environmental conditions should consider the real temperatures and humidity over the analyzed period.

The proposed measures for early age cracking sensitivity are also discussed in the paper in relation to the obtained results. The conducted comparative analysis indicates that the equivalent thickness can be considered as proper measure when the cooling conditions are different for the top and the rest of surfaces of the element. It should be also noticed that elements classified as medium-thick structures can be also sensitive to early age cracking of thermal and shrinkage origin.
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